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Abstract

This paper presents a comparative study on the fatigue strength of resistance spot-welded unequal and equal
sheet thickness austenitic stainless steel. Lap joints of 3.0-1.0 mm and 1.0-1.0 mm thick austenitic stainless steel
were made using the same resistance spot welding schedule with current, weld time and electrode force of 4.7
kA, 20 cycles and 6 kN respectively. The sinusoidal wave form with a constant stress amplitude was selected in
the fatigue tests whereas the stress ratio and frequency used were 0.1 and 8 Hz respectively. Fatigue strength and
tensile-shear load bearing capacity of 3.0-1.0 mm joint were higher than that of 1.0-1.0 mm joint, although its
nugget diameter was smaller. The joint stiffness was the controlling factor of the fatigue strength of resistance
spot-welded unequal sheet thickness austenitic stainless steel.
Keywords: resistance spot welding, unequal sheet thickness, fatigue, austenitic stainless steel
1. Introduction

Austenitic stainless steels are used for a very broad range of applications especially in automotive, railway
vehicle, ship body, and airplane structures when an excellent combination of strength and corrosion resistance in
aqueous solutions at ambient temperature is required. Stiffened thin plate construction where the thinner plate is
reinforced by thicker plate called a frame, is generally applied to the structures. Gean et al. (1999) have claimed
that it is a cost-effective way of achieving a high-performance vehicle structure because it remains suited to
low-volume manufacture. This structure is typically joined by the resistance spot welding (RSW) process. The
advantages of using RSW are that it is a quicker joining technique, suitable for automation, no filler material is
required, and that the low heat input implies less risk for altered dimensions during welding.
Many standards and recommendations are developed by individual companies, such as Ford Motor Company
and General Motors. Professional organizations such as the American Welding Society (AWS), Society of
Automotive Engineering (SAE), the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) also contribute to a significant portion of the standards. Because of the
drastic differences in design, understanding and perception of weld quality, automobile manufacturers and others
tend to have very different requirements on weld quality. Zhang and Hongyan (2006) have concluded that in
general, spot weld size is enveloped between 3√ and 6√ (t is the thickness of the sheets in millimeters). This
recommendation is very useful in finding good weld schedules for equal sheet thickness welding. However, in
automotive body application, the majority of welds are between two dissimilar thicknesses. In this case,
schedules for welding unequal sheet thickness are generally developed by and practiced within individual
manufacturers. Some researchers also have proposed the spot welding unequal sheet thickness researches to
evaluate these recommendations. The joint of unequal thickness of the same metal may produce a strength
problem due to the heat unbalance (Hasanbasoglu & Kacar, 2007) and have the unique failure mechanism
(Pouranvari & Marashi, 2010).
Despite various applications of spot welded unequal thickness in automotive body, reports in the literature
dealing with its mechanical behaviors, especially the fatigue behaviors are limited. In fact, Gean et al. (1999)
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have foound that the sspot welded joiint provides a localized connnection which it is a source of
o stress conceentration,
and thuus fatigue craccks are easily initiated
i
at this location undder fluctuating loading. Therrefore, the objeective of
the preesent work is to investigate and analyze ffatigue behaviior of the unequal sheet thickness resistaance spot
weldinng austenitic staainless steel.
2. Experimental Proocedure
2.1 Maaterials and We
Welding Processses
Two tyypes of austenitic stainless steel joints, one is the joint beetween 3.0 mm
m and 1.0 mm thick
t
hereinaftter called
3.0-1.00 mm joint andd the other is 1.0 mm and 11.0 mm thick joint called 1..0-1.0 mm joinnt, were lap jooined by
resistannce spot weldiing (RSW). Th
he chemical coomposition andd mechanical properties
p
of test materials aare given
in Tablle 1 and 2 respectively.
Table 1.
1 The chemicaal composition
n of test materiials, Wt-%
Materrial
SUS3304

C
0,0076

Ni
8,183

Cr

Mn

18,107

0,252

Si

Cu

Mo

V

0,38
89

0,209

0,486

0,22

P
0
0,031

Table 2.
2 The mechannical propertiess of test materiials
Matterial

Yieldd Strength (MP
Pa)

Tensilee Strength

Elongation (%
%)

Electrrical Resistivitty

(M
MPa)
SUS3304

305

6670

(μΩ cm)
55

72

W
equuipment producced by Mitsub
bishi Electric Corporation
C
Jaapan was
A mobbile spot weldinng machine WT-300SB
used with
w
the electrode diameteer of 25 mm
m and a curvved surface radius of 1000 mm. Based on the
recomm
mendations, thhe spot-weld nu
ugget diameterr was selectedd between 3 an
nd 10.4 mm. Thhe welding parrameters
called welding
w
scheddule required to
o produce a weeld nugget sizee was determin
ned. This was done using thee highest
currentt possible withhout causing expulsion
e
bothh in the 3.0-1.0 mm joints and
a 1.0-1.0 mm
m joints sampples. The
determ
mined welding schedule used
d for making thhe test samplees including weld current, weld time and eelectrode
force were
w
4.7 kA, 220 cycles and 6 kN respectivvely. Fortunateely, this weldin
ng schedule was
w in accordannce with
the actuual conditions in the Indonessian Railway IIndustry.
2.2 Meetallography annd Microhardn
ness Measurem
ments
The traansverse sections of weld passing
p
througgh the weld nugget
n
were prrepared by staandard metalloographic
proceddure. The micrrostructure off austenitic staainless steel was
w revealed by
b using 10 ml
m nitric acidss, 20 ml
hydrocchloric acid andd 30 ml water. Microstructurre investigationns were carried
d out using an optical microsscopy.
The Viickers microhaardness measurrements acrosss the weld nuggget, HAZ, and
d the base mettal were carrieed out on
the mettallographic sppecimens with
h a load of 500 g.
2.3 Tennsile-Shear Tessts
The teensile test of base metal and
a
tensile-shhear tests of the spot-weld
ded joint werre performed using a
servo-hhydraulic SHIIMADZU universal testing machine. Thhe geometry and
a
dimensionns of a typiccal RSW
specim
men are illustratted in Figure 1.
1

Figure 1. Dimension oof tensile-shearr test specimen
ns (in mm)
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These sampless were similar to the samples used in a woork which was carried out by
y Gean et al. (11999). The darrk
region at the center
c
of the asssembly repressents the nuggeet. The overlapp is equal to th
he width of thee metal sheet. IIn
order to providde a tensile-shhear loading co
ondition, 38 mm
m long shims were
w attached at both ends of
o the specimenn.
2.4 Fatigue Teests
The fatigue teests were perfo
formed at room
m temperature in laboratory conditions ussing a 40 kN servo-hydrauli
s
ic
SHIMADZU testing machinne with a softw
ware package sspecifically dessigned for runn
ning fatigue teests. The doublle
spot-welded teest samples weere made accorrding to the Frrench standardd A03-405 as sh
hown in Figuree 2.

Figure 2. Dim
mension of fattigue test speciimens (in mm))
y Gean et al. (1999).
(
In ordeer
These samples were similarr to the samplees used in a woork which wass carried out by
mmetry and too prevent a mo
oment being appplied at the weld,
w
60mm lo
ong shims werre glued at botth
to provide sym
ends of the sppecimen. A sinnusoidal wavee input with a constant load amplitude waas selected whhereas the stresss
ratio and frequuency used weere 0.1 and 8 Hz
H respectivelly. Specimens were exposed
d to a constant load amplitudde
6
until fracture occurred or too a maximum 2x10
2
cycles. S
Specimens thaat survived 2x1
106 cycles are called run outs.
Applied force range and num
mber of cycless to failure werre recorded andd S-N curves for
f the joints were
w obtained.
3. Results and
d Discussion
The weld proffile of 3.0-1.0 m
mm joint is sh
hown in Figuree 3.

Figure 3. Weld
W profile off 3.0-1.0 mm th
hick joints (a) macrograph (bb) nugget corn
ner (c) nugget (d)
( interface
It can be seenn from Figure 3(a) that the nugget is asym
mmetric wheree its centre leaans to the thiccker workpiecee.
Because of thhe unbalanced heat resulting
g from unequall thickness of the joined maaterials, more thermal
t
will bbe
generated in the
t thicker plaate (Hasanbaso
oglu & Kacar, 2007). Heat loss
l
in thickerr plate is smalller than that iin
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thinnerr plate. This coondition causess penetration is almost 100%
% on the thickeer plate and verry slight on thee thinner
plate. Further
F
evaluaation of Figuree 3(a) shows tthat separationn of the sheetss is about 20 mm (Figure 33(b)) and
surfacee indentation w
was very sligh
ht. The asymm
metry of tempperature field distribution
d
inn spot welded unequal
thickneess causes thee edge of sheeets warp to thee thinner sheeet and makes the
t sheet sepaaration is highh enough
(Wang et al., 2010). T
The microstructure of weld nnugget has a columnar
c
structure in which the
t grains are found to
be elonngated paralleel to irregularr direction as shown in Figgure 3(c). It shows that soolidification ooccurs in
non-unniform mannerr from all the sides of the surrrounding solidd, in both the electrode
e
and sheet
s
directionss. Figure
3(d) shhows interfacee microstructu
ure where the base metal annd the nugget are separatedd by very narrrow heat
affected zone (HAZ).
Differeent from the m
microstructure of spot welded unequal sheeet thicknesses, the microstruucture investiggation of
spot welded equal shheet thickness austenitic staiinless steel shoows that the nu
ugget is symm
metry, there is no sheet
separattion, nugget m
microstructure has regular dirrection and wide heat affectted zone (HAZ
Z) band appeaars at the
interfacce of nugget annd base metal as seen in Figuure 4.

Figuure 4. Weld proofile of 1.0-1.0
0 mm thick joiints: (a) macroograph (b) nugg
get corner (c) nugget
n
(d) inteerface
In addiition, accordinng to the macro
oscopic examinnation (Figuree 3 and Figure 4) when the 3.0-1.0 mm andd 1.0-1.0
mm joiints were spott welded using
g the same weelding schedulee, the nugget diameter at ceenter of total thhickness
were also the same, hhowever that at
a the joint interface were 8..3 mm and 8.9
9 mm respectivvely. This diffeerence is
primariily attributed tto the asymmettry nugget of 33.0-1.0 mm joiint. The measu
ured weld nuggget sizes for all welded
materiaals were foundd to be much higher
h
than a m
minimum nuggget diameter of
o the 3-6 timees the root of tthe sheet
thickneess (Zhang & H
Hongyan, 2006
6). Therefore, the weld nuggget sizes of all welded materiials were accepptable.
The haardness profiless of weld nugg
get, HAZ (heatt affected zonee), and the basee metal are shoown in Figure 5.

Figuure 5. Microharrdness distribu
ution of the spoot welded equaal and unequal thickness austtenitic stainlesss steel
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The hardness of nugget for bboth 3.0-1.0 mm
m and 1.0-1.00 mm joint wass found to be higher
h
than thaat of base metaal.
The highest hardness
h
value of weld nugg
gets was over 2250 HV 0.5 which
w
was observed on the edge
e
of nuggeet.
However, harddness of the nuugget of 3.0-1.0 mm joint diid not show many
m
differencees compared too that of 1.0-1..0
joint
j
because of
o the chemicaal composition
n of base metalls in which theere is not so mu
uch alloying ellements such aas
carbon, mangaanese that affeects the harden
nability. Spot w
welds in thin shheet can have relatively
r
highh hardness wheen
the carbon conntent exceeds about 0.08% (AWS,
(
1982; O
Ozyurek, 20088). As seen in Table 1, base metals that haad
been used in this study hadd less than th
hat of percent carbon. In adddition, there was
w no signifiicant change iin
hardness of thhe thinner sheeet of the 3.0-1.0 mm joint coompared to basse metal becau
use there was no
n change in itts
microstructuree.
Interesting phhenomenon occcurs in a thin sheet
s
of the 3.0-1.0 mm joinnt where there was no signifficant change iin
hardness com
mpared to basee metal unlesss the nugget eedge in whichh its hardness value was sim
milar to nuggeet
hardness. Thiss could be attrributed to the asymmetric nuugget that occcurred on the unequal
u
sheet thickness joinnt.
Hardness proffile of thin sheet was more in
nfluenced by sttrain hardeningg due to electrrode indentatioon.
In order to deetermine the looad range on th
he fatigue testts, the strengthh of weldmentt was also deteermined. In thiis
study, the tennsile shear loaad bearing caapacity of spoot welded equual and unequ
ual sheet thickkness austenitiic
stainless steel are compared and results are given graphiically in Figuree 6.

m
Figuree 6. Tensile sheear load bearinng capacity of spot welded materials
m joint is highher than that oof
As can be seeen from Figuree 6, the tensilee shear load beearing capacityy of 3.0-1.0 mm
1.0-1.0 mm jooint even thouugh its nugget diameter at thhe joint interfa
face is smaller and it fail onn the thin sheeet.
This result difffers from the results obtaineed from a worrk which was carried
c
out by Vural and Akkkus (2004) annd
Ozyurek (20008). They founnd that increasing of the nuggget diameter increased tenssile-shear strenngth of the spoot
welded joint.
ment in tensile shearing load bearing capaccity of 3.0-1.0
0 mm joint is attributed
a
to itts
It seems that the enhancem
k
when ttensile load waas applied in a lap joint, thee eccentricity of
o the load paath resulted in a
stiffness. As known
rotation of thee joint. Figure 7 shows the deeformation meechanism of lapp joint during loading.

Figure 7. Defoormation mechhanism of lap joint
j
during loading, (a) low load level, (b)) plastic hingess, (c) schematiic
load distribution in a lap joinnt
When there was
w certain amoount of rotation
n, the tensile sstress called peeeling stress (i.e. the normal stress acting iin
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the throough-thicknesss direction of the joint, expressed as P sinn θ) formed arround the nuggget and caused plastic
deform
mation in sheet thickness direection. Increasing of the joinnt rotation increased peeling stress that led necking
at the nugget circum
mference (Norrdberg, 2006).. Due to the higher stiffness, joint rotatiion and conseequently,
peelingg stress of 3.0-1.0 mm joint was
w smaller than that of 1.0-1.0 mm joint as
a shown in Figure 8.

(b)
(a)
Figure 8. The fracture modee of tensile sheear test samples: (a) 3.0-1.0 mm
m joint (b) 1.0-1.0 mm joinnt
Since load
l
bearing ccapacity of spo
ot welds underr coach-peel teest is much lo
ower than that of under tensile-shear
test (N
Nordberg, 20066) this mechanism can expplain why 3.0--1.0 mm jointt has a higherr tensile shearring load
bearingg capacity thann 1.0-1.0 mm joint.
The S-N
N curves, the rresults of fatigue test of the sspot welded joints are presen
nted in Figure 9.
9

F
Figure
9. Compparison of fatig
gue strength off 3.0-1.0 mm and
a 1.0-1.0 mm
m joint based on
o the load rannge
All datta points belonnged to a mean
n value of threee tests. As show
wn in Figure 9,
9 while the loaad range decreeases, the
fatiguee life of the speecimens increaases as expecteed. The 3.0-1.00 mm joints ex
xhibited much higher
h
fatigue strength
than 1.0-1.0 mm joinnts. The endurance limit of 33.0-1.0 mm joiints was 2.9 kN
N whereas thaat of 1.0-1.0 m
mm joints
was 0.77 kN.
Nordbeerg (2006) hass proposed a line
l
load methhod when fatiggue data of disscontinuous jooints like spot welding
have been
b
analyzed. Line load is the load dividded by the wiidth of the joiint, and the width
w
of the joint, e, is
calculaated as followss:
t
(1)
e  ( 14  t2  3 )  3 1
t2
where t1 > t2. The S
d
in line load
S-N curve in Figure 9 willl has slightlyy different patttern if it is displayed
range-ccycle relation as seen in Fig
gure 10. At hiigh loads fatiggue strength of
o the 3.0-1.0 mm
m joint wass slightly
higher and increasingg to much high
her at lower loaads than that of
o the 1.0-1.0 mm
m joint.
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Figure 10. Comparison oof fatigue stren
ngth of 3.0-1.0 mm and 1.0-1.0 mm joint baased on the linne load range
c
the eenhancement inn fatigue stren
ngth of 3.0-1.00 mm joint waas
Similar to tennsile shearing lload bearing capacity,
also attributedd to its stiffnesss. The explan
nation of the eenhancement inn tensile shearring load bearring capacity oof
3.0-1.0 mm jooint can be ussed to explain that in fatiguue strength. Duue to the high
her stiffness, rotation
r
of joinnt
occurred just on thin sheett and it was smaller
s
than tthat of 1.0-1.00 mm joint which
w
rotated on
o both sheets.
Consequently,, crack of 3.0--1.0 mm joint initiated just on the thin shheet side wherreas that of 1.0-1.0 mm joinnt
initiated on booth sheet side as shown in Figure 11. For bboth 3.0-1.0 mm
m and 1.0-1.0
0 mm joint speecimens, crackks
started in the base
b
metal adjacent to the HA
AZ area.

(a)

(b)
Figure 11. Initial crack
k location: (a) 3.0-1.0 mm jooint (b) 1.0-1.0 mm joint

After initiatioon, the crack propagation of 3.0-1.0 mm
m joint occurrred through the
t thickness and continueed
propagating thhrough the widdth of the thin sheet. Finallyy, this mechaniism led to the tearing
t
fracturre mode as seeen
in Figure 12(aa). Different frrom fracture off 3.0-1.0 mm joint, cracks off 1.0-1.0 mm joint propagateed at the nuggeet
circumferencee due to high peel stress an
nd led to the pull out fractuure mode as shown in Figuure 12(b). Thiis
behavior is siimilar to fractuure of coach peel
p
samples at high load that
t
reported in
i a previous study (Long &
Khanna, 20077).

(a)
(b)
Figuure 12. The fraccture mode of fatigue test sam
mples: (a) 3.0--1.0 mm joint (b) 1.0-1.0 mm
m joint
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Given SEM views in Figure 13 and Figure 14 are the comparison of the last fracture surfaces of the 3.0-1.0 mm
and 1.0-1.0 mm joint specimens which were subjected to same load of 3.4 kN. As seen in Figure 13(a), crack of
3.0-1.0 mm joint initiated on the inside of thin sheet. On the more half of thickness, it propagated slowly due to
low peel stress and induced ductile fracture characterized by intergranular cracking. Ductile fracture changed to
brittle fracture characterized by transgranular cracking on the remaining thickness due to increased peel stress.
The embrittlement of stainless steel was attributed to strain-induced martensite forming during the fatigue tests
(Vural et al., 2006). Different view was given by fracture surface of 1.0-1.0 mm joint specimen as shown in
Figure 13(b). It displayed brittle fracture characterized by transgranular cracking on the entire thickness due to
high peel stress.

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. Initial crack of fatigue test samples: (a) 3.0-1.0 mm joint (b) 1.0-1.0 mm joint

(a)
(b)
Figure 14. Crack propagation zone: (a) 3.0-1.0 mm joint (b) 1.0-1.0 mm joint
On the crack propagation zone, brittle fracture characterized by transgranular cracking was observed on both
3.0-1.0 mm and 1.0-1.0 mm joint specimens. They displayed wave of plastic deformation as shown in Figure 14.
However, plastic deformation intensity of 1.0-1.0 mm joint was higher than that of 3.0-1.0 mm joint. It was
indicated by the number of waves in the same observation area as seen in Figure 14.
4. Conclusions

Fatigue of resistance spot welded unequal sheet thickness austenitic stainless steel has been studied. Due to
significant thickness difference, the asymmetric weld nugget, high microhardness on the edge of nugget and
tearing fatigue fracture mode were observed. The fatigue strength of 3.0-1.0 mm joint was higher than that of
1.0-1.0 mm joint, although its nugget diameter was smaller. The endurance limit of 3.0-1.0 mm and 1.0-1.0 mm
joint were 2.9 kN and 0.7 kN respectively. Ductile and brittle fractures were observed on 3.0-1.0 mm fatigue
specimens whereas 1.0-1.0 mm fatigue specimens failed to fully brittle fracture mode. The joint stiffness was the
controlling factor of the fatigue strength of resistance spot-welded unequal sheet thickness austenitic stainless
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steel.
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